2003 hyundai tiburon gt interior

Hell no. I bought my wife a gt with 35, miles on it and it's been a major pain. Everytime you fix
something, another thing goes wrong. This car isn't even broke in yet. Piece of junk, trying to
get her to sell it. Saves gas and is very reliable. Never had any problems. The style is sporty like
and fun to drive. It is comfortable and the speakers are loud. Runs and drives smooth with no
problems. Performance is excellent never had any problems highly recommend it. Highly
recommend, low repairs needed! Yes, there are quirks like the ABS light, seatbelt light, air bag
light, sticky face plate around the radio, and the annoying brake light, but those are generally
faulty sensor issues except for the strange stickiness that developed around the radio plate and
buttons. The car will only need regular maintenance, and around or slightly later, to be safe,
replace your belts, keep a bunch of fuses on hand because after the year the light panels etc
related fuse items MIGHT need new fuses. They are cheap enough and any child can change the
fuse saving you hundreds of dollars in repairs. Regular maintenance like replacing AC parts,
cruise control, wipers, door window or locks, and moon roof motor might be common issues
with age, but there were no major repairs. Rubber trim seemed to look old faster, but cheap
enough for a DIY replace. Driving fast around corners is dangerous in this car, but otherwise the
low maintenance on my k miles GT has been good to me. I love my car! Just give your car a
good paint job to brighten it up, and keep your interior cleaned. My back leather seats still look
great! Front seats do look worn with age and sun, but overall I am unable to part with my car!
This car is 17 years old and drives like a champ!! I bought it used and it has k miles on it and
I've had it bout a year now and drive it every day and it's a great car!! Good on gas and fun to
drive!! It is been a great vehicle. Minor issues Just maintenance really. Gets good gas mileage.
Some of the interior trim needs replacing. The paint has oxidized on the roof, hood, and
hatchback. Otherwise, I would recommend it as a fun, reliable vehicle. The engine has lots of
speed, there is a lot of style to the exterior, there are significant blind spots to the side rear of
the vehicle, the gas mileage is pretty good for a sporty car, and the hatchback and folding seats
allow it to carry a large load. It is a Standard not an automatic. I do not have any complaints
about this vehicle that i can think of to be honest. I love that the car is a sporty and compact and
that makes it perfect for me. The car comes equipped with a great sound system. I also love the
handling, sunroof and fact that it is a hatchback. Comfortable sporty little car. Gets excellent
gas mileage and extremely comfortable seats for those long trips. Many upgrades can be done
to the car. The only downfall I would say is the lack of space in the back seat. Other than that, I
absolutely love the car and they can be found for cheap. No problems, altho space is semi
limited for a single person its ideal. Def not ideal for family. Great performance and good gas
mileage great design. Still looks sharp. Winter time it ran great throw snow and ice. Yeah it did
get stuck one time of two but with heavy snow. Trucks get stuck too. Great car. Might upgrade.
The hyundai is a small compact car that hugs the road at any speed like a long lost friend.
Without telling any tales of past adventures the tiburon stylish look gives it away. It's smooth
run seems to whisper,. I will not tell, no one. Will know'. The '03 tribaron was brought to light in
a dark midnight blue color. With that first test drive one knew it was going to own that title of
'let's do this, lets go'. Live life stopping only briefly to reflect, do not give in to temptation. Only
to the tribaron. I own a Hyundai Tiburon GT, it has a 2. I have had some issues with the clutch,
and it isn't the fastest or most practical vehicle, but overall it's reliable and fun to drive. Been
driving this car for 16 years and still love it. It looks great and people still ask if it's a new car!
Very reliable, have had no major failures and replaced light bulbs and brakes etc due to wear
and tear. Next new car will definitely be a Hyundai. Great vehicle however has some electrical
problems that seem to be not just mine and the sunroof apparently seems to get off track and is
not able to close causing it to jam up and have to be replaced. The vehicle is a good strong
powerful vehicle and a smooth ride also hold great to the curves the slap shift feature is great. It
is 15 yrs old and I have not had any major problems. I feel safe and that I can trust my car.
Hyundai is very reliable and economic in gas. Since it is a 4 cylinder car I do not spend much on
gas which is great. It is fast and comfortable. It is been mostly reliable, and I am only recently
having problems, but they're significant problems, so I cannot give it a higher score than
somewhere in the middle. Problems include: electrical passenger side door and window do not
work and overheating. There's also a lot of road noise not a quiet drive at all. If you like sports
cars you would love the Tiburon. Only thing I do not like about it is its low to the ground so
driving it in the winter is a bad idea. Leather seats are really comfortable. I like that it's not too
big or small. Sporty looking. I dislike that its low to the ground so I do not like driving it in the
winter. It handles well has good gas mileage and has great get up and go! The steering is tight!
Only complaint it I getting old. I absolutely love that I found one with a manual transmission. It's
fast it's comfortable at handles well. The tinted sunroof is awesome. In fact the only thing I don't
like about it is that the wiring in it is messed up so the air conditioner doesn't work properly, but
I bought it used and it came that way, so I knew what I was getting into. Change Year. Owner
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a forgotten soul in the sport compact world. However, to the fans of these Vpowered, long-nose,
short-deck hatchbacks, that doesn't matter in the least. They're die-hard enthusiasts to the
core-the same sort of inspired folks who launched the import car craze in the early '90s with
Volkswagens, Hondas and Nissans. People who refuse to hear what can't be done with
front-wheel-drive, small-displacement vehicles. Daniel Olivares is a shining example, and even if
he may not have graduated high school until long after the heyday of the JDM movement, that
same spirit drives his love for his'03 Tiburon GT. Being who I am, I started looking for
something different, or unique, for lack of a better word. I was hoping to get a 6-speed, but I was
too impatient to wait for the dealer to find me one. Starting with an OEM high spoiler for the rear
and a metallic pedal set, Daniel was pleased with his car until he stumbled upon Newtiburon.
One small problem, no one made a turbo kit. In fact, only one shop-Enhanced Street
Performance, in Sterling, Massachusetts-was even working on a prototype kit for the 2. Daniel
kept tabs on the progress, and when the idea was killed off, he arranged to buy the prototype
version. We wish we could tell you it all went smoothly, but with used parts, this isn't always the
case. The Subaru turbo was smoking under boost and worse, it was making unusual noises.
The list of issues went on and on, and included a too-large intercooler, boost creep and a
damaged air-conditioner condenser. Not exactly the high point of the project. Daniel and Dave
kept at it, and they worked up a plan. They went to a Subaru TDG, meant for the larger 2. Daniel
selected a Treadstone intercooler. Mounting it required flipping it upside down and welding on
new degree elbows and a little creative bumper bar trimming. The results speak for themselves,
looking mighty tasty in the lower ' front bumper opening. With some revisions to the up- and
downpipes, Daniel's car was back on the street and looking for hp at 9 psi. Considering that it
started life with just , that's a notable increase. He added KDM ' headlights and taillamps. The
rear offset is a whopping 38mm and resulted in contact with his OEM struts. A pair of 6mm
spacers and a set of ARK DT-P coilovers solved that problem and got his Tiburon back on the
street with the wheels flush to the arches. While he admits it's not kosher to run this sort of

staggered setup, he's already planning his next wheel combination with a closer eye on track
performance. In the interior, he learned that the lack of aftermarket support for the Tiburon
didn't necessarily mean that parts weren't available. With the long process taking six years to
this point, Daniel could be forgiven if he had skimped here and there along the way. But he
hasn't. Four-piston Wilwood Superlite calipers grip oversized rotors with ceramic pads. A
Clutch Masters four-puck sprung hub clutch, Fidanza lightweight aluminum flywheel, and an
NGM solid front motor mount help him transfer the ft-lbs of torque to the wheels effectively. In
the end, we have more than just a turbocharged Tiburon-more than a hopped-up Hyundai. We've
got a glimpse into the future of KDM tuning. With cookie-cutter EVOs popping up around the
country as fast as people can order plug-and-play parts, it's refreshing to see the original
JDM-infused can-do spirit is still alive and well. Perhaps all it takes is a fresh design from a
different country to stir the creative juices? Whatever the case, make no mistake about
it-Daniel's well-fed road shark is on the right track now. Keep reading about our Readers' Rides
Extravaganza. Get the import
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tuner news and rumors from Import Tuner Magazine. Everyone has heard of the GT40 and GT.
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